ABSTRACT: A combination of in situ and remotely sensed observations are used to constrain the imprint of submesoscale turbulence in the sea surface height (SSH) field. The distribution of SSH variance across frequencies and wavenumbers is estimated by comparing an empirical model spectrum to two sets of observations. First, submesoscale SSH variance is constrained using a pair of GPS buoys spaced at about 10 km. From these data, one can estimate frequency spectra not only of SSH variance but also of the variance in the SSH difference between the buoys. The ratio between these two spectral estimates is sensitive to how much SSH variance is present in the submesoscale range and thus constrains the spectral roll-off of SSH variance in wavenumber space. Second, a combination of moored current meters and nadir altimetry is used to obtain an independent constraint. This constraint is enabled by geostrophy and the nonseparability of the wavenumber–frequency spectrum of SSH variance revealed by the GPS data. The frequency spectra of kinetic energy and SSH variance follow different power laws, and the difference constrains the spectral content in wavenumber space, allowing for a constraint without the need to actually resolve the submesoscales in space. In all four locations studied, spanning the midlatitude and subtropical ocean, these constraints indicate that the wavenumber spectral roll-off of submesoscale SSH variance is between about $k^{-4}$ and $k^{-5}$, where $k$ is the wavenumber. These estimates are consistent with previous observations, model results, and theoretical predictions. They provide for a strong prior for the interpretation of upcoming high-resolution satellite data.
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1. Introduction

Oceanic currents with horizontal scales smaller than 100 km are a major part of the oceanic circulation. They include surface and subsurface submesoscale currents with horizontal scales $\lesssim 10$ km, organized into vortices, filaments, and fronts. These structures are thought to play a key role in the ocean’s primary production (e.g., Lévy et al. 2018), in the restratification of surface layers (e.g., Boccaletti et al. 2007; Fox-Kemper et al. 2008), and in the vertical exchange between the surface and deep ocean (e.g., Balwada et al. 2018; Freilich and Mahadevan 2021; Su et al. 2018). To date, these submesoscale flows and their impacts have not been characterized globally. Even if presently available satellite altimetry data are pushed to their limit (e.g., Lawrence and Callies 2022), their resolution is $\sim 100$ km, such that the submesoscales at $\lesssim 10$ km are drowned in noise. The Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission, launched in late 2022, is expected to lower the noise floor by a factor of 50 compared to nadir altimeters (Desai 2018; Morrow et al. 2019), giving access to finer scales. The sea surface height (SSH) field at these finer scales, however, is expected to be a jigsaw puzzle of features due to geostrophically balanced turbulence and internal gravity waves. One will have to distinguish between signals arising from these drastically different types of motion in order to correctly interpret the new data.

Clear expectations for the variance of these signals will help with this distinction. We here develop such expectations for the power spectrum of SSH, widely used as a low-order statistical descriptor of this variance and its space–time scales. We focus on the balanced part of the signal because it is primarily this part of the flow that transport tracers. In addition, we are motivated to develop a prior estimate of the spectral content of the SSH field because such an estimate is needed for the objective mapping of altimetry data acquired with a complicated space–time sampling pattern (e.g., Wunsch 2006).

We currently have expectations for the balanced submesoscale SSH variance spectrum from theory and models—but few observations. Most observational constraints are conversions of near-surface kinetic energy (KE) spectra $K(k)$ to SSH variance spectra, $S(k) = (f/gk)^2 K(k)$, using geostrophic balance, where $k$ is a horizontal wavenumber, $f$ the local inertial frequency, and $g$ the gravitational acceleration. Balanced submesoscale motion is strongly turbulent, and its KE spectrum often follows a power law $K(k) \propto k^{-\alpha}$ (e.g., Callies and Ferrari 2013). The slope $\alpha$ depends on the presence or absence of submesoscale instabilities and is thought to be shaped by the turbulent dynamics induced by a combination of these instabilities and the mesoscale eddy field (Callies et al. 2016). The slope tends to vary between $\alpha \sim 2$ in winter and $\alpha \sim 3$ in summer (Callies et al. 2015; Lawrence and Callies 2022). According to geostrophic balance, these KE spectra give rise to SSH spectral slopes $\alpha + 2$ that vary between about 4 and 5, indicating that the SSH field associated with submesoscale turbulence is expected to be very smooth. Callies and Wu (2019)
used these expectations to extrapolate the mesoscale energy captured by nadir altimeters down into the submesoscale range to estimate SWOT’s expected resolution for balanced turbulence, finding a median of 51 or 74 km, depending on whether a slope of $\alpha = 2 = 4$ or 5 was used.

Analysis of nadir altimetry has yielded estimates of a spectral drop-off that in many regions is less steep than expected from these arguments (Fu and Ferrari 2008; Xu and Fu 2011, 2012; Vergara et al. 2019; Chen and Qiu 2021). It should be kept in mind, however, that the available scale range is small and that internal tides can contribute to the signal (Lawrence and Callies 2022). We here corroborate the expectation of steep SSH variance spectra for balanced flow using observations of SSH itself, and we extend this expectation by simultaneously constraining the time scales at which submesoscale SSH features evolve.

Recently, Villas Bôas et al. (2022) presented broadband SSH variance spectra off the coast of California, derived from aircraft lidar measurements and extending from wavelengths of ~100 km all the way down to ~1 m. If combined with satellite altimetry data, these spectra seem to confirm a steep drop-off of balanced signals. Unlike for KE spectra (Bühler et al. 2014), however, it is difficult to discern what part of the spectrum at scales $\geq 1$ km is dominated by balanced motion versus internal waves, the same challenge that will be faced with SWOT data. We here use time-resolved data that can easily be separated into subinertial balanced and superinertial wave motion.

We present two methods to constrain the spectrum of SSH variance of balanced motion, using a pair of GPS buoys and a combination of moored current meters and altimetry. The GPS buoys are ~10 km apart, so they capture time-resolved submesoscale variations in SSH (cf. Callies et al. 2020). We use this information to constrain a model of the wavenumber–frequency content of balanced SSH variance (section 3), revealing that the spectral density must fall off steeply in wavenumber, as anticipated above. We also discover that the wavenumber–frequency spectrum is not separable, which enables another, more widely applicable method to constrain the wavenumber–frequency content of SSH. The nonseparability implies that frequency spectra of SSH variance and KE have different spectral slopes and that internal tides can contribute to the signal (section 4). We again find that the observations are consistent with SSH variance spectra that drop off steeply in wavenumber space. We discuss implications of these results for the SWOT mission and offer some comments on the global frequency content of balanced flow (section 5).

2. Data and processing
   a. Altimetric along-track data

We use the along-track SSALTO/DUACS Delayed-Time Level-3 SSH measurements made by the Jason-3 altimeter (Le Traon et al. 2017; distributed by AVISO+ with support from CNES; https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr) to estimate frequency spectra of SSH variance across the global ocean. The dataset consists of SSH time series along 254 tracks with ~7 km along-track spacing. The time series are 4 years long (2016–19) and have a spacing of 9.92 days. Frequency spectra are computed as follows. A Hann window is applied to each time series, and a discrete Fourier transform is taken of the product, giving a periodogram $|\hat{h}(\omega, x)|^2$ at each location $x$ between 60°S and 60°N that is sampled by the satellite. The resulting 429087 periodograms are then averaged over $2.5° \times 2.5°$ boxes to yield the spectral estimate $\langle |\hat{h}(\omega, x)|^2 \rangle$.

Significant tidal peaks are seen in the spectra even though a model for the external tide has been subtracted out from the along-track data. These remaining tidal signals may be due to errors in the model for the external tide or due to internal tides. In either case, these signals do not reflect the balanced motion of primary interest here and must be removed. Because the periods of the important tidal constituents are much shorter than the sampling period, tidal signals appear in the data as aliased signals at much longer periods, e.g., at an alias of 62 days for the semidiurnal constituent $M_2$ (Jacobs et al. 1992; Schlax and Chelton 1994a,b). In the fits described below, we therefore exclude the alias frequencies of the first 30 major constituents (by NOAA order) for each box. The annual (Sa) and semiannual (Ssa) peaks due to seasonal thermal expansion (Gill and Niiler 1973) also produce major peaks in the spectra and are similarly excluded. We see substantial variance in the $M_2$ alias peak in regions where the $M_2$ internal tide has previously been identified as important, for example off western Europe (e.g., Zhao et al. 2016). Our procedure, however, also excludes a substantial amount of variance in regions where internal tides have not been previously identified as significant, for example in the western boundary regions. Our procedure might pick up the nontidal component of the spectrum at the frequency of tidal alias, or it might capture internal tides that have experienced frequency shifts large enough to evade the usually employed harmonic fits. Either way, given the high-frequency resolution of the spectral estimates and the broadband nature of the balanced flow, this potentially overzealous exclusion of a few frequencies does not affect the following analysis.

Once the tidal and seasonal signals are excluded, we fit our spectral estimates with the model spectrum (8), described below, using nonlinear least squares, yielding estimates of $A_m$, $\omega_m$, and $s_m$ for each $2.5° \times 2.5°$ box across the global ocean (Fig. 1). The parameters are reasonably well constrained, with global median relative standard errors, estimated from the diagonal of the parameter covariance matrix and excluding the equatorial band, of 35%, 39%, and 12% for $A_m$, $\omega_m$, and $s_m$, respectively.

It is worth noting that the noise-to-signal ratio of these frequency spectra is on average lower than 1% in the frequency range captured by the satellite-derived time series, indicating that measurement noise does not significantly affect the frequency spectrum of SSH variance, in contrast to corresponding wavenumber spectra (e.g., Xu and Fu 2012; Lawrence and Callies 2022). This noise-to-signal ratio is here obtained by first computing along-track wavenumber–frequency spectra; second defining a wavenumber $k_{\text{noise}}$, above which the
FIG. 1. Near-global estimates of the parameters of the model spectrum \((8)\) from Jason-3 time series. (a) Spectral slope \(s_v\) and locations of in situ observations. (b) Transition frequency \(\omega_0/2\pi\) (cpd). (c) Spectral amplitude \(A_{\omega_0}\) (m\(^2\) cpd\(^{-1}\)). (d) SSH variance integrated over the frequency range sampled by Jason-3 (m\(^2\)). The equatorial region is hatched because distinct dynamics dominate the SSH signal there.
wavenumber marginal spectrum has a plateau due to the noise floor; third computing separate marginal frequency spectra for the signal and noise by integrating the wavenumber–frequency spectrum over the range $k < k_{\text{noise}}$ for the signal and $k > k_{\text{noise}}$ for the noise; and fourth computing the ratio between these two spectra. This procedure is performed in each $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ box, and the result is averaged over the global ocean.

Additionally, we use Sentinel-3A measurements to estimate a wavenumber spectrum at the site of the GPS buoys. We considered (i) six occupations of the track passing through the GPS buoys, collected every 27 days between 16 September 2019 and 29 January 2020, and (ii) all occupations between September and January during the 2016–22 period. We use 1400-km-long segments centered on the location of the buoys and estimate wavenumber spectra again applying a Hann window and averaging over the six occupations.

b. GPS buoy measurements

To study the spectral characteristics of SSH at higher frequencies and shorter scales than possible with satellite data, we take advantage of a set of moorings that were deployed as part of the 2019/20 SWOT prelaunch field campaign (Wang et al. 2022). These moorings were located 300 km west of Monterey Bay, California (see location in Fig. 1a). Data were collected over a 4-month period between September 2019 and January 2020. In addition to hydrographic measurements along the mooring lines, the northern and central moorings had a GPS buoy each at their top.

Advances in GPS technology—notably the emergence of compact, low-power geodetic-grade receivers and the development of advanced techniques for positioning remote platforms (Bertiger et al. 2010; Fund et al. 2013)—have conspired to enable accurate, long-term estimates of SSH in remote ocean locations (Haines et al. 2017; Penna et al. 2018). In cases where two or more GPS buoys are located in close proximity (order 10 km or less), precision of 1 cm or better has been demonstrated for the variability of the differential SSH, thanks in large measure to cancellation of common-mode GPS errors over short distances (Haines et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2020). An overview of the GPS systems used in the SWOT prelaunch campaign, and the accompanying SSH estimates, is provided by Wang et al. (2022). Additional details of the measurements as they pertain to the current study are given in the appendix.

The dataset comprises 4-month-long time series with a 1-Hz sampling frequency. The inverse-barometer effect is removed using ERA-5 reanalysis data to yield an estimate of the SSH variations that produce pressure variations at a fixed reference level. In addition to this and further corrections detailed in the appendix, the $M_2$, $S_2$, $K_1$, $O_1$, $N_2$, $P_1$, $Q_1$, $K_2$, $L_2$, $\nu_2$, $M_4$, $J_1$, $O_1$, and $2N_2$ components of the tide are isolated in each time series using a nonlinear least squares fit of the corresponding tidal harmonic. During the measurement period, the sea state, characterized by the significant wave height (SWH), reached as high as 9 m. Since the SSH measurement becomes less reliable in high seas (Wang et al. 2022), we removed the parts of the time series with SWH exceeding 4 m. Reducing the threshold would not alter the conclusions but would increase the uncertainty due to more and longer data gaps. We applied a common mask to the two time series, defined by the times when one of the two SWH measurements exceeds the SWH threshold (note that individual masks represent 90% of the common mask). We compare different choices of the SWH threshold as well as the case without removing big sea states in the appendix.

We estimate the frequency spectrum of SSH variance $(\langle h^2 \rangle)$ for each GPS buoy using the following procedure. First, tides are removed as described above. Second, the time series are divided into three chunks that overlap by 50%. Third, a 1-h boxcar moving average is applied to the time series to remove the signal due to surface gravity waves. Fourth, the time series are linearly interpolated across gaps on a 1-Hz grid. Fifth, a Hann window and a discrete Fourier transform are applied to each chunk, and the resulting periodograms are averaged for each buoy. Sixth, spectra are averaged into 10 logarithmically spaced frequency bins per decade. The same spectral estimation is performed for the time series of SSH differences between the two buoys (with the same SWH mask as before). To make sure this methodology yields robust spectral estimates, we ran it on synthetic data with known statistics (see the appendix). This indicates that the above procedure indeed recovers the theoretical spectrum of the prescribed statistics for frequencies $\omega 2\pi < 2 \times 10^1$ cpd (Fig. A1). The fall-off of the spectral estimate at frequencies $\omega 2\pi > 2 \times 10^1$ cpd is an artifact of the processing (mainly the moving average), so we exclude this frequency range from any further discussion.

Wang et al. (2022) found that the GPS-derived SSH time series had substantially more variance than one derived from steric height at periods between 1 and 10 days, attributed to sizable errors in the GPS data during high sea states. We overcome this problem by excluding the data during high sea states from the analysis (4-m SWH threshold). To show the consistency during modest sea states explicitly, we compare the GPS-derived spectrum to the equivalent spectrum estimated from the bottom pressure and full-depth hydrographic measurements available at the northern mooring (cf. Wang et al. 2022). Vertically integrating hydrostatic balance suggests that the pressure at $z = 0$, the dynamical quantity of interest, can be obtained in two ways (e.g., Gill and Niiler 1973):

\[
\frac{p(0)}{\rho_0 g} = \frac{p(-H)}{\rho_0 g} + \frac{1}{g} \int_{-H}^{0} b \, dz = h + \rho_{\text{atm}} \frac{p}{\rho_0 g}, \tag{1}
\]

where $p$ is the pressure anomaly, $\rho_0$ is a reference density, $H$ is the bottom depth, $h$ is the buoyancy anomaly, $h$ is the SSH anomaly relative its mean position at $z = 0$, and $\rho_{\text{atm}}$ is the atmospheric pressure anomaly. All anomalies are relative to a time mean. The first expression in (1) can be evaluated with

\[\text{These errors are most likely caused by uncorrected Lagrangian mean offsets in the heights obtained from the GPS buoys. We hope to ascertain this preliminary explanation in future work.}\]
the bottom pressure as measured by a bottom pressure recorder and the steric height as estimated from hydrographic measurements between 2000-m depth and the surface. The second expression in (1) is what we call the GPS-derived SSH: the height \( h \) as measured directly by the GPS buoy, corrected for the inverse-barometer effect (final term). We compute the frequency spectrum from the bottom pressure and steric height measurements using the same procedure as above. The two spectral estimates agree to within the uncertainty, indicating that the above equation is closed to an acceptable level (Figs. 2a and A1). The consistency of the two entirely independent data sources increases our confidence in the GPS data, which we use as a backbone of the analysis in section 3.

c. Moored current meter data and processing

We use near-surface current measurements from three different mooring locations (see Fig. 1a) to compute the frequency spectrum of surface KE. The datasets are the following: the Ocean Surface Mixing, Ocean Submesoscale Interaction Study (OSMOSIS) mooring array, located at about 48.7°N, 16.2°W, which provides yearlong time series (September 2012–13, centered on March, i.e., winter/spring) with a 10-min sampling period obtained from nine current meters (acoustic current meters, ACMs) located at \( \sim 50 \)-m depth and separated by a maximum horizontal distance of about 20 km (Buckingham et al. 2016); the WHOI Hawaii Ocean Time Series Site (WHOTS), located at about 22°N, 158°W, which provides 10 yearlong time series (spanning 2004–14, on average centered on December/January, i.e., winter) obtained from vector measuring current meters (VMCMs) or ACMs (depending on the year), at \( \sim 10 \)-m depth, with a 1-min sampling period (Kamphaus 2014); the Stratus Project mooring located at about 22°S, 85°W, which provides 13 yearlong time series (spanning 2000–14, on average centered on April/May, i.e., fall) obtained from VMCMs or ACMs (depending on the year), at \( \sim 10 \)-m depth, with a \( \sim 10 \)-min average sampling period (Weller 2015). For each mooring and each year, we compute the KE frequency spectrum using the windowed zonal and meridional velocity time series as described for SSH above. We then average over the years for each mooring and over the nine moorings for the OSMOSIS array.

We interpret the subinertial currents as geostrophically balanced because geostrophic currents typically dominate over wind-forced Ekman currents at periods longer than 10 days (Elipot and Gille 2009) and because the current meters are at least 10 m below the surface, where Ekman currents have decayed to some degree. Elipot and Gille (2009) estimated leading-order ageostrophic surface currents at periods between 1 and 10 days but calculated the ageostrophic component by subtracting altimetric estimates from drifter observations, with the altimetric estimates relying on objective mapping that is expected to reduce the power at periods shorter than 10 days. As a result, and as acknowledged by the authors, their estimate for the ageostrophic component at these short periods is likely spuriously high.

d. Spectral estimation error

Confidence intervals on spectral estimates are computed using standard protocol (e.g., Thomson and Emery 2014). We calculate 95% confidence intervals for all spectral estimates using a \( \chi^2 \) distribution, assuming the underlying statistics are Gaussian. The number of degrees of freedom are taken to be twice the number of time chunks or track occupations. For
the frequency spectra derived from in situ data, we have three chunks and therefore six degrees of freedom. We assume that the Hann-windowed time chunks are independent despite the 50% overlap, which produces only a slight overestimate of the degrees of freedom (Percival and Walden 1993). We further accumulate degrees of freedom when frequency-bin averaging (e.g., Fig. 2b). For the Sentinel-3A data, we have 12 degrees of freedom when using the 2021 data only and 72 degrees of freedom when using the full record.

For an estimate \( \hat{G}(\omega) \) of a spectrum \( G(\omega) \), the following inequality holds with a probability \( 1 - \alpha \):

\[
\frac{\nu \hat{G}(\omega)}{\chi^2_{\nu}} < G(\omega) < \frac{\nu \hat{G}(\omega)}{\chi^2_{\nu}},
\]

where \( \nu \) is the number of degrees of freedom, \( \chi^2 \) denotes the cumulative distribution function, and \( \alpha = 0.05 \) for a 95% confidence level. For an estimate \( \hat{H}(\omega) \) of the ratio spectrum \( H(\omega) \), the same argument applies, except that the estimate is now \( \mathcal{F} \)-distributed, and the corresponding inequality is

\[
\frac{\hat{H}(\omega)}{\mathcal{F}_{1-\alpha/2,\nu}} < H(\omega) < \frac{\hat{H}(\omega)}{\mathcal{F}_{\alpha/2,\nu}},
\]

where \( \mathcal{F} \) is the cumulative distribution function of an \( \mathcal{F} \)-distributed random variable.

3. Constraints from a pair of GPS buoys

Here, we make use of the idea that spatially separated mooring observations provide constraints on the wavenumber–frequency content of the observed signal (e.g., Garrett and Munk 1972; Callies et al. 2020). We use a pair of GPS buoys to constrain the wavenumber–frequency spectrum of SSH variance. Given that a single pair of buoys cannot constrain the full wavenumber–frequency content, we assume a model spectrum that is consistent with available observations and constrain its parameters. We use the model spectrum

\[
S(k, \omega) = \frac{A}{[1 + (k/k_0)^a + (\omega/\omega_0)^b]^c},
\]

where \( A \) sets the overall amplitude of the spectrum; \( k_0 \) and \( \omega_0 \) set the wavenumber and frequency at which the spectrum transitions from a plateau at low frequencies and wavenumbers to a power-law drop-off; and \( a, b, \) and \( c \) control both the shape of this transition and the behavior at high wavenumbers and frequencies. Here, \( k \) is an along-track wavenumber, not the magnitude of a two-dimensional wavenumber vector. The model spectrum (4) is similar to the one proposed by Wortham and Wunsch (2014)—with two key differences. First, focusing on smaller scales here, we exclude the exponential part of their model spectrum that captured the dominance of westward propagation. Second, we give the power-law part of the model spectrum a nonseparable form. We will see below that this nonseparability is required by the data. The form (4) is a simple nonseparable model that has the requisite power-law behavior at high frequencies and wavenumbers and a plateau at low frequencies and wavenumbers.

From a GPS buoy, we can estimate the marginal frequency spectrum

\[
S_u(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(k, \omega) \, dk = \frac{A_u}{[1 + (\omega/\omega_0)^b]^{c-1}},
\]

where \( A_u \) depends on \( a, b, c, \) and \( k_0 \) but not on \( \omega \). The spectral slope \( s_u \) in the high-frequency limit is therefore \( s_u = b(c - 1/a) \). Similarly, the marginal wavenumber spectrum is

\[
S_k(k) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(k, \omega) \, d\omega = \frac{A_k}{[1 + (k/k_0)^a]^{c-1}},
\]

where \( A_k \) is independent of \( k \). We would like to constrain the spectral slope \( s_k \) in the high-wavenumber limit \( s_k = a(c - 1/b) \), i.e., the drop-off of SSH variance at submesoscales. It follows that

\[
a = \frac{s_k s_u - 1}{c(s_u - 1)} \quad \text{and} \quad b = \frac{s_k s_u - 1}{c(s_k - 1)}.
\]

For a given \( s_k \) and \( s_u \), the parameter \( c \) merely controls the behavior near the transition between the plateau and power-law range. This transition is poorly constrained by the data. We set \( s_u = b \)—or, equivalently, \( c = 1/a \)—and fit the marginal spectrum in the form

\[
S_u(\omega) = \frac{A_u}{1 + (\omega/\omega_0)^b},
\]

With this choice, all parameters can be determined using (7) for a given set of \( s_u \) and \( s_k \).

The spectral slope \( s_u \) can be estimated from the observed SSH time series. We can then compare predictions based on various assumptions for \( s_k \) to the observations of the variance spectrum of the SSH difference between the two moorings. The ratio of the SSH variance spectrum to half the variance spectrum of this difference can be predicted to be (cf. Babiano et al. 1985)

\[
\frac{S_u(\omega)}{\hat{D}_u(\omega)} = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(k, \omega) \, dk}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(k, \omega)(1 - \cos kr) \, dk},
\]

which is most easily evaluated numerically for the mooring distance \( r = 13 \) km. This calculation assumes spatial homogeneity in the statistics, which is consistent with the data: the SSH variance spectra at the two buoys are indistinguishable (cf. Wang et al. 2022, Fig. 14). Note that if the wavenumber–frequency spectrum was separable, i.e., if we could write \( S(k, \omega) = \Omega(\omega)A(k) \) with \( \Omega \) describing the frequency dependence and \( A \) describing the wavenumber dependence, the frequency dependence would cancel in (9), and the ratio spectrum would be a constant in \( \omega \).

To estimate \( s_u \) and \( \omega_0 \), we combine the GPS buoy data with nearby Jason-3 data. The frequency spectra obtained from these two sources match in the overlapping frequency range \( 3 \times 10^{-2} \, \text{cpd} < \omega 2\pi < 6 \times 10^{-2} \, \text{cpd} \) (Fig. 2a). This combination
yields a transition frequency $\omega_0/2\pi = 5.5 \times 10^{-3}$ cpd and a high-frequency spectral slope around $s_k = 2.0$ in the subinertial range, substantially less than the $s_k = 2.6$ estimated from the Jason-3 data only (Fig. 2a). This somewhat large difference is likely the result of the limited time window in which GPS data are available (4 months) compared to the long Jason-3 time series (4 years). Nevertheless, the estimated slopes fall into the range expected from previous observations and numerical simulations (Stammer 1997; Arbic et al. 2012). We use $s_k = 2.0$ in the analysis that follows because this characterizes the spectrum during the time of observation (using $s_\omega = 2.6$ would not change our conclusions). Finally, to predict the ratio $S_\omega(\omega)/D_\omega(\omega)$ for various $s_k$, we require an estimate for $k_0$. The transition from a low-wavenumber plateau to a power law occurs at mesoscales, so we can estimate it from Sentinel-3A data, whose ground track passes through the mooring site. A fit of the Sentinel-3A-derived wavenumber spectrum yields $k_0/2\pi = (250 \text{ km})^{-1}$ (Fig. 3), which agrees with estimates from Lawrence and Callies (2022).

We are now in a position to predict $S_\omega(\omega)/D_\omega(\omega)$ using the model spectrum and compare this prediction to the observed ratio. First, we note that the ratio estimated from observations is decreasing with frequency (Fig. 2b), indicating that the underlying wavenumber–frequency spectrum of balanced flow is not separable. The ratio drops from $\sim 20$ at $\omega/2\pi = 2 \times 10^{-2}$ cpd to $\sim 2$ at $\omega/2\pi = 1$ cpd. We disregard higher frequencies because the model spectrum is meant to capture balanced motion only, and the high frequencies may contain signals from tides and inertia–gravity waves. Second, we predict $S_\omega(\omega)/D_\omega(\omega)$ for $s_k = 3, 4, 5$, and 6, and we evaluate the consistency of these predictions with the data. While the error bar is sizable, slopes between $s_k = 4$ and 5 are most consistent with the data (Fig. 2b). The relative likelihood, computed assuming the spectral estimates are $F$-distributed around the theoretical values and independent at different frequencies, has a well-defined peak between $s_k = 4$ and 5 (Fig. 4). The data therefore support our expectation that SSH variance spectra fall off steeply with wavenumber $k$.

This conclusion is consistent with the drop-off seen in available altimetry data. We use data from Sentinel-3A, whose ground track passed through the mooring site, from six passes during the mooring deployment (Fig. 5). While only a narrow wavenumber range below the mesoscale plateau is captured before noise takes over, a steep drop-off with $s_k \geq 4$ is seen (Fig. 3). There is a bump in the Sentinel-3A spectrum at about $k/2\pi = 8 \times 10^{-3}$ cpkm. It is also seen in the wavenumber spectrum computed from all Sentinel-3A occupations between September and January during the period of 2016–22, i.e., averaged over 6 years. It is therefore likely the signature of the first-mode internal $M_2$ tide (with wavelength 120 km, see Ray and Zaron 2016).

The presence of submesoscale balanced motion can be discerned from a snapshot of sea surface temperature during the period of observations. Warm filaments and submesoscale vortices can be seen at the edge of a mesoscale eddy that is located to the east of the mooring location (Fig. 5). These submesoscale structures are likely the result of submesoscale instabilities induced by the strong potential vorticity gradients at the edge of the eddy (Callies et al. 2016; Brannigan et al. 2017; Ioannou et al. 2017; Taylor et al. 2018; de Marez et al. 2020). Our analysis shows that even such comparatively strong submesoscale features produce a weak SSH signal—the SSH variance spectrum still falls off with $s_k \geq 4$.

To confirm that the observations constrain submesoscale SSH features, we estimate the dominant wavenumber as a function of frequency from the model spectrum (4) as

$$k_d = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\omega} kS(k, \omega) dk}{\int_{-\infty}^{\omega} S(k, \omega) dk}$$  (10)
using the same parameters as above and several values of $s_k$. For any plausible set of parameters ($3 < s_k < 6$, and $1 < s_w < 3$), the dominant wavenumber increases with $\omega$, showing that small scales dominate at high frequencies. For instance, for $s_w = 2.0$ and $s_k = 4$, the dominant wavelength at a period of 1 day is about 10 km (Fig. 2c).

We restricted our analysis to subinertial frequencies to focus on the balanced flow, but the GPS buoys also shed light on superinertial processes. Tidal and superinertial frequencies are clearly distinct from the low-frequency behavior (Fig. 2a). Away from the tidal peaks, the high-frequency signal may be dominated by internal waves. We compute the Garrett–Munk (GM) estimate for SSH variance following Callies and Wu (2019). We use an average buoyancy frequency $N_0 = 3 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, estimated using Argo float 4903011, which sampled the water column near the buoy locations during the 4-month sampling period. We show the resulting GM spectrum, both for $N_0$ and $N_0$ plus one standard deviation seen in the Argo data (Fig. 2a), because the buoys were located at the edge of an anticyclonic eddy (Fig. 5), where the stratification is likely enhanced. The GM spectrum has a $-2$ slope and an amplitude comparable to the spectrum estimated from the GPS buoys. It is therefore plausible that the superinertial signal in the observed frequency spectrum is dominated by internal waves. These waves are expected to dominate over balanced motion at small scales because they decay much less rapidly with wavenumber (Callies and Wu 2019).

4. Constraints from a combination of moored current meters and altimetry

The conclusion that the SSH variance spectrum is not separable in its dependence on wavenumber and frequency suggests another approach to constrain the wavenumber drop-off $s_k$ from available observations. The nonseparability implies that frequency spectra of SSH variance and KE have different spectral slopes. For the model spectrum (4), the frequency spectrum of SSH has a slope $s_w = b(c - 1/a)$, as discussed above, whereas the frequency spectrum of the KE in the cross-track velocity component is (after applying the geostrophic relation)

$$K_\omega(\omega) = \frac{k^2}{\mathcal{F}} \int_0^\infty k^2 S(k, \omega) dk = \frac{A_\omega}{[1 + (\omega/\omega_0)^b]^{1+c/b}},$$

(11)

where $A_\omega$ is independent of $\omega$. The slope of the KE frequency spectrum in the high-frequency limit is therefore $s'_k = b(c - 3/a)$. Following the choice for $c$ described in the previous section, this leads to the marginal frequency spectrum of KE to take the form

$$K_\omega(\omega) = \frac{A_\omega}{[1 + (\omega/\omega_0)^3]^{5/2}},$$

(12)

which is then used for the fitting. Together with $s_k = a(c - 1/b)$, this allows us to determine the wavenumber drop-off from frequency information only:

$$s_k = \frac{3s_w - s'_w - 2}{s_w - s'_w}.$$

(13)

If the frequency slopes $s_w$ and $s'_w$ can be estimated from altimetry and moored current meters, and if the underlying wavenumber–frequency spectrum can be approximated with the model (4), then $s_k$ can be estimated.

We compute the near-surface frequency spectra of KE at three distinct mooring locations. Using nonlinear least squares, we simultaneously fit the resulting KE spectrum with the
model spectrum (12) and the corresponding SSH variance spectrum with the model spectrum (8), obtaining a shared value of $\omega_0$ (Fig. 6b). We restrict the fit to subinertial frequencies, such that the estimated $s'_\omega$ represents balanced motion only. We compare these KE spectra to frequency spectra of SSH variance estimated from Jason-3 data at the same locations (Fig. 6a). While Jason-3’s return period of about 10 days limits the frequency resolution, the slopes in the high-frequency limit can be estimated with reasonable confidence.

In all three locations, the frequency spectra of SSH variance exhibit slopes $s'_\omega > 2$ (Fig. 6a). The KE spectra fall off following power laws remarkably closely at subinertial frequencies and exhibit slopes in the range $1.5 < s'_\omega < 2.0$ (Fig. 6b). The KE spectral slopes are more similar between the three locations than those for SSH variance. Taken together, these slopes in frequency space constrain the drop-off in wavenumber space, following (13), to be $s_k = 4.1 \pm 0.1$ for OSMOSIS, $4.6 \pm 0.4$ for Stratus, and $3.8 \pm 0.1$ for WHOTS. All uncertainties are given as one standard deviation, calculated from the slope errors using linearized Gaussian error propagation.

For all three locations, the wavenumber spectrum is again constrained to fall off steeply. The drop-off is steeper at Stratus (KE slope $\alpha = 2.6 \pm 0.4$) and strong submesoscales at OSMOSIS ($\alpha = 2.1 \pm 0.1$) and WHOTS ($\alpha = 1.8 \pm 0.1$). These differences may be the result of seasonal variations in the submesoscale energy level (cf. Callies et al. 2015, 2020). The time series from moored current meters are typically 1 year long, and the windowing emphasizes the season these 1-yr chunks are centered on. The OSMOSIS and WHOTS time series are typically centered on winter, when submesoscale turbulence is energetic, whereas the Stratus time series tend to be centered on fall, a season when the submesoscale activity is expected to be weak. The fact that the estimated submesoscale SSH variance aligns with expectations adds confidence that the model spectrum (4) can capture the structure of the wavenumber–frequency distribution of balanced SSH variance.

5. Discussion

a. Implications for high-resolution altimetry

The study of time series from a pair of GPS buoys (section 3) and from a combination of moored current meters and altimetry (section 4) provides two independent lines of evidence suggesting that the submesoscale SSH variance spectrum of balanced motion falls off steeply, $s_k \approx 4$. This is consistent with KE wavenumber spectra obtained from shipboard ADCP that tend to fall off with spectral slopes between 2 and 3 (e.g., Callies and Ferrari 2013; Shcherbina et al. 2013; Callies et al. 2015; Rocha et al. 2016; Qiu et al. 2017; Chereskin et al. 2019; Sérazin et al. 2020; Soares et al. 2022), and it matches expectations from numerical simulations and theoretical arguments (Charney 1971; Klein et al. 2008; Capet et al. 2008; Sasaki et al. 2014; Callies et al. 2016; McWilliams 2016; Taylor and Thompson 2023). It strongly suggests that the more gentle drop-off inferred from nadir altimetry in many regions (e.g., Fu and Ferrari 2008; Xu and Fu 2011, 2012; Vergara et al. 2019; Chen and Qiu 2021) is caused by processes other than balanced motion. Internal tides and an imperfect removal of altimetry noise are primary suspects. Similarly, if SWOT reveals SSH variance that falls off less steeply ($s_k < 4$), the leading hypothesis should be that this is caused by superinertial motion rather than very energetic balanced turbulence.

As discussed in Callies and Wu (2019), the steep spectral drop-off for balanced motion makes it exceedingly difficult to
observe ~10-km-scale submesoscale turbulence with satellite altimetry. Even when submesoscale turbulence is energetic, i.e., when \( s_k = 4 \), the 50-fold decrease in the noise level expected for SWOT compared to the Jason-class altimeters (Desai 2018) yields a resolution increased by a factor of merely \( 50^{1/4} = 2.7 \). It also means that superinertial motion may quickly dominate the SSH signal at submesoscales—more strongly than in KE because the conversion between KE and SSH variance favors superinertial motion. It suggests that in the long term, submesoscale balanced motion may be more easily accessed with direct spaceborne observations of velocities, as recently proposed (Rodríguez et al. 2019). The surface velocity field is simply not as smooth as the SSH field (cf. Chelton et al. 2019).

b. Understanding the frequency content

It should be emphasized that the model spectrum (4) is completely empirical. It is a convenient description of the wavenumber–frequency variability with a limited set of parameters. Its nonseparability propriety appears to be required by observations, but its shape has no theoretical underpinning.

The simplest model connecting the wavenumber and frequency domains is Taylor’s hypothesis (Taylor 1938; Ferrari and Wunsch 2010; Arbic et al. 2012): the flow field is assumed to be effectively frozen as it is advected past a fixed observer with some constant velocity \( U \). This concentrates the energy along a line \( \omega = Uk \) in wavenumber–frequency space. Such a spectrum is not separable, consistent with our observations. But it also predicts that the wavenumber and frequency slopes should be equal, which is clearly not the case for the observed SSH field (Figs. 2a,b) and also does not hold up in idealized simulations of quasigeostrophic turbulence (Arbic et al. 2012).

A dimensional argument by Tennekes and Lumley (1972), devised for three-dimensional, homogeneous turbulence but potentially applicable more generally, predicts a universal \( s'_{\omega} = 2 \). Spectra from all three moored current meters analyzed here, however, exhibit a slope that is significantly different from this prediction (Fig. 6b). Furthermore, according to (13), \( s'_{\omega} = 2 \) and \( 4 < s_k < 5 \) would constrain the slope of the SSH variance spectrum to fall into the range \( 4/3 < s_\omega < 3/2 \). The observed range is much broader, and the slopes tend to be larger (Fig. 1a).

While the Taylor hypothesis fails, it is still likely that Doppler shifting shapes the frequency content at submesoscales. Callies et al. (2020) argued that the time scales registered by an Eulerian observer are substantially shorter than the time scales of Lagrangian evolution. The Doppler shifting will be more complicated than in Taylor’s case if the dominant flow is a turbulent mesoscale eddy field. In this context, it is interesting to observe that the frequency roll-off in altimetric SSH variance spectra exhibits patterns similar to the mesoscale energy levels (Figs. 1a,d). Frequency spectra tend to fall off steeply where mesoscale eddies are strong and more gently where mesoscale eddies are weak. The transition frequency \( \omega_0 \), characterizing the dominant time scale, has a similar pattern (Figs. 1c,d). More work is needed to turn these observations into a quantitative theory.

6. Conclusions

The observational data presented here constrain the SSH variance spectrum due to submesoscale balanced turbulence to fall off steeply with wavenumber, consistent with prior expectations. This is true even when the submesoscale turbulence is energetic and submesoscale instabilities can be identified in SST images. Two types of constraints were presented, both obtained from time-resolved observations, for which it is straightforward to isolate subinertial balanced motion. In all four locations studied, spanning the midlatitude and subtropical ocean, the observations are consistent with a wavenumber roll-off between \( s_k = 4 \) and 5. This substantiation of expectations based on shipboard measurements, numerical models, and theory suggests that previous estimates of spectral slopes from nadir altimetry may have been biased low because unbalanced motion has contributed signals at high wavenumbers or instrument noise has been removed imperfectly. This result will aid the interpretation of data from the SWOT mission, suggesting that submesoscale SSH variance that is observed to be in excess of this expectation is very likely due to unbalanced motion or instrument noise.

The characterization of meso- and submesoscale turbulence in the frequency domain, used here primarily as a tool to constrain the spatial structure, poses interesting theoretical questions. Large variations across the global ocean are observed in the frequency-domain roll-off of SSH variance spectra, far from a universal behavior. Slope variations tend to track the variations of mesoscale energy, suggesting Doppler shifting to play a role in shaping the frequency spectra. A quantitative explanation for this behavior would be a good target for future work.

In addition to the physical insight, this study also confirmed and went beyond the results shown in Wang et al. (2022). It demonstrated the accuracy of the open-ocean GPS-buoy SSH measurements during low sea state conditions and their utility in studies of submesoscale dynamics.
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APPENDIX

Discussion on the GPS-Derived Frequency Spectra

Applying a SWH threshold of 4 m (resp. 3 m) on the GPS-derived time series introduces an average gap of 10 h (resp. 29 h), with a maximal gap of 41 h (resp. 124 h), altogether corresponding to 12% (resp. 37%) of the time series. Despite this, the GPS-derived SSH variance spectra for the two thresholds are very similar and consistent with the estimate derived from steric height (Fig. A1a). In contrast, applying no threshold increases the variance level between 1 and 10 days (in addition to the high frequencies), recovering the result of Wang et al. (2022). This shows that high sea states must be excluded because GPS errors increase and that the gaps introduced in the time series by this exclusion do not substantially affect the spectral estimation. Judged by the consistency with the steric-height-derived estimate, we deem a 4-m threshold optimal.

We further confirm that the interpolation and spectral analysis is robust by using synthetic data with known statistics. If \( b = 2 \), the frequency spectrum (8) can be rewritten as

\[
S_\omega(\omega) = \frac{A}{1 + (\omega \omega_0^2)^2} \omega^2,
\]

which is the spectral density of a Matérn process and for \( s = 2 \) has the closed-form covariance function

\[
C(\tau) = \frac{1}{2} A \omega_0 e^{-|\tau|},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the time lag. We generate synthetic data with this covariance by starting with a time vector \( t \) containing the sampling times of the GPS buoy, with different times removed based on a given SWH threshold. We then compute the covariance matrix \( \mathbf{C} \) with elements \( c_{ij} = C(t_i - t_j) \). The covariance matrix being positive definite, its Cholesky decomposition can be computed to give \( \mathbf{C} = \mathbf{L} \mathbf{L}^T \). We then apply \( \mathbf{L} \) to a vector \( \mathbf{x} \) of random numbers drawn from independent normal distributions with unit variance: \( \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{Lx} \). Since \( \mathbf{x} \) has the covariance matrix \( \langle \mathbf{xx}^T \rangle = I \), the synthetic data vector \( \mathbf{y} \) has the desired covariance \( \langle \mathbf{yy}^T \rangle = \mathbf{Lxx}^T \mathbf{L}^T = \mathbf{LL}^T = \mathbf{C} \).

We generate 10 realizations of such synthetic data for each SWH threshold using \( \omega_0/2\pi = 5.5 \times 10^{-3} \) cpd and \( A = 74.7 \text{ m}^2 \text{ cpd}^{-1} \), the parameter inferred from altimetry. We then apply the same interpolation and spectral analysis as used for the real GPS data to each realization of synthetic data, then we average over the realizations. The result shows that the estimated spectra closely approximate the true spectrum for all SWH thresholds at the frequencies of interest, with only a modest underestimate in spectral level for the most stringent threshold (Fig. A1b). This confirms that our interpolation and spectral estimation method is robust to the gaps introduced by high sea states.

The main difference between the three spectra computed from the GPS buoys time series (Fig. A1a) is seen at superinertial frequencies (that are not of primary interest in this study): the larger the threshold, the larger the apparent SSH variance. This difference could be the result of a response to wind forcing if this frequency range is dominated by internal waves. It could also be caused by high-frequency GPS errors due to high sea states, however, thus resulting in a spurious increase of the SSH variance. Both the GPS errors and relationship between the signal and wind warrant further exploration but are beyond the scope of the present study.

It is well established that precise GPS time series contain errors capable of masking geophysical signals. Prevailing interpretations from the evaluation of terrestrial GPS data are expected to apply equally to data collected on the ocean. Errors in long time series of routine (daily) station position

available on BODC’s repository (https://www.bodc.ac.uk/projects/data_management/uk/osmosis/data_delivery/). Stratus and WHOTS mooring data are available on WHOI’s repository (https://uop.whoi.edu/currentprojects/). GPS buoy data are available on Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s repository https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/SWOT_PRELAUNCH_L2_GPS_V1.
estimates are commonly described as a combination of white
(0 slope) and
fl
icker (2 slope) noise (Zhang et al. 1997; Mao et al. 1999; Williams et al. 2004) over periods ranging
from 2 days to a few years. High-rate solutions, used for ex-
ample in studying earthquakes, show similar behavior at
higher frequencies (Bock et al. 2000; Langbein and Bock
2004), where random walk (2 slope) noise has also been
noted (Itoh and Aoki 2022). Also prominent are discrete
harmonic signals linked to overtones of the GPS draconitic
year (350 days) (Ray et al. 2008) and to the sidereal daily
repeat of the GPS constellation (Itoh and Aoki 2022). Po-
tential sources of the GPS errors include uncompensated
 troposphere refraction and multipath, as well as monument
instabilities and errors linked to uncertainty in the GPS sat-
ellite orbit and clock estimates.

Confounding the situation for the buoys are errors linked
to the open-ocean environment, notably from waves, which
cause turbulent platform motions and also impact visibility
of GPS satellites at low elevations depending on the pre-
vailing SWH. Reconciling the position of the GPS antenna
to the water line is a signi-
fi-
cant challenge and involves not
only corrections for the buoy attitude but also for variations
in the mooring line tension (Zhou et al. 2020). Finally, the
corrections applied to geodetic SSH, as measured by both GPS
buoys and satellite altimetry, to yield dynamic height (corrected
SSH) have errors which contribute to the spectra. These include
corrections for the mean sea surface (from a model, see foot-
note in Table A1), which re-
fl
ect primarily the variations in the
marine geoid as the buoys drift within the watch circles, as well
as the inverted barometer (from reanalysis).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background model</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Perturbed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPS orbit and clock product</td>
<td>JPL final</td>
<td>JPL rapid (next day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buoy attitude</td>
<td>From onboard sensor</td>
<td>Static, zenith pointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water line offseta</td>
<td>1.0668 m</td>
<td>0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna phase center and variations</td>
<td>Empiricalb</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna group-delay variations</td>
<td>Empiricalb</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry troposphere mapping function</td>
<td>VMF1 (Boehm et al. 2006)</td>
<td>NMF (Niell 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet troposphere mapping function</td>
<td>VMF1</td>
<td>NMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith dry troposphere delay</td>
<td>VMF1</td>
<td>VMF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith wet troposphere delay</td>
<td>From low-rate estimatec</td>
<td>From low-rate estimatec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation-dependent observation weight</td>
<td>$\sigma = \sigma_o (\text{flat})$</td>
<td>$\sigma = \sqrt{\sigma_o / \sin^2(\varepsilon)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postfit edit threshold (LC)</td>
<td>2.5 cm</td>
<td>5.0 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation cutoff (antenna frame)</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation cutoff (local horizon)</td>
<td>7°</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth tide and pole tide</td>
<td>IERS (Petit and Luzum 2010)</td>
<td>IERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean load tide</td>
<td>FES2004 (Lyard et al. 2006)</td>
<td>FES2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSH corrections</th>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Perturbed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geoid variation</td>
<td>Sandwelld</td>
<td>CLS2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mooring line tension</td>
<td>2.54 cm displacement per 105 lbf(^e)</td>
<td>Use avg for 2 buoys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea state bias(^f)</td>
<td>1.8% of SWH</td>
<td>1.6% of SWH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated parameter</th>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\sigma_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>White noise: 1-s updates</td>
<td>100 m</td>
<td>100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock offset</td>
<td>White noise: 1-s updates</td>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-phase biases</td>
<td>White noise update at breaks(^g)</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^5$ km</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^5$ km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith wet troposphereb</td>
<td>Bias per solution arc</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking data</th>
<th>(\sigma_o)</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere-free carrier phase:</td>
<td>1 cm</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC = 2.54(L1) − 1.54(L2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionosphere-free pseudorange:</td>
<td>100 cm</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC = 2.54(P1) − 1.54(P2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Vertical offset to GPS antenna reference point in calm waters.
\(^b\) Estimated from data, with a priori from NGS model for SEPPOLANT_X_MF (https://geodesy.noaa.gov/ANTCAL/).
\(^c\) From low-rate (5-min) GPS solutions, with common (between buoys) zenith wet troposphere estimated as random walk (\(\sigma_p = 10$ mm h\(^{-1/2}\)).
\(^d\) CLS MSS (Schaeffer et al. 2012) v. 2019, tuned with data from Sentinel-3 (D. Sandwell 2020, personal communication).
\(^e\) From load cell in pounds force (lbf); displacement estimate from C. Meinig (2018, personal communication).
\(^f\) Empirical estimate to account for systematic impacts from waves on GPS technique.
\(^g\) Ambiguities resolved using product widelanes (Bertiger et al. 2010) and directly on double differences between buoys.
\(^h\) For perturbed solution only, as coarse correction to nominal from low-rate estimate.
In face of these errors linked to the GPS technique (and SSH corrections), we need to confirm that the derived spectral estimates are dominated by meso- and submesoscale signals rather than these errors. To address this, we generated using the same GipsyX software as for the nominal solution (Bertiger et al. 2020) a perturbed GPS buoy solution intended to expose the errors in these novel GPS measurements of SSH. Details of the strategies underlying this perturbed (degraded) solution in comparison to the nominal strategy are provided in Table A1.

We conduct a sensitivity study by comparing the perturbed GPS solution and the nominal time series (i.e., the difference between the nominal and the perturbed solution is the estimate of the GPS error, see red lines in Fig. A2). Individual buoy spectra (Figs. A2a,b) are about an order of magnitude larger than the GPS error in the frequency range of interest ($\omega/2\pi < 1$ cpd), lending further confidence in the dataset. The error peak at the semidiurnal band could be due in part to errors in the modeling of the water line (from observations of mooring line tension) as the buoy shifts up and down in cadence with the predominant M$_2$ tide. The relative error on the difference spectrum is larger (Fig. A2c), but the signal remains at least twice the size of the perturbation error for most frequencies below 1 cpd. It should be kept in mind that we designed the perturbation primarily to give a proxy for the shape of the error spectrum, whereas the spectral amplitude is set by the intensity of the perturbation, which is here large on purpose. Actual errors are likely smaller.
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